Privacy statement

This document was last updated on Wednesday, 21 February 2018.

I grant my consent to the NOB and Eventgoose to process my personal data in accordance with the privacy statement below.

Participant’s name:
Date:
Participant’s signature:

PERSONAL DATA THAT WILL BE PROCESSED
The Nederlandse Onderwatersport Bond, hereinafter referred to as the NOB, may process personal data about you if you make use of the NOB’s services and/or if you provide these to the NOB yourself when filling in a contact form on this website.

The NOB may process the following personal data:

– Your first and last name
– Your street or postal address
– Your telephone number
– Your email address
– Your IP address

WHY DOES THE NOB NEED THIS DATA?
The NOB processes your personal data for the organisation and execution of the Open Dutch Underwater Photography and Videography Championships, hereafter abbreviated as ONK.
Your email and address details may be used (for sending e-mail and/or post) to contact you if this is necessary or desirable for the organisation of the competition or the awards ceremony.
HOW LONG DOES THE NOB KEEP DATA?
The NOB does not retain your personal data any longer than is strictly necessary for the purposes for which your data is collected. Your data will not be stored for more than two years if you do not participate in any ONK activities after registration.

SHARING WITH OTHERS
The NOB will only provide your personal data to third parties if this is necessary for the execution or organisation of the ONK or in order to comply with a legal obligation.

WEBSITE VISITS AND YOUR DATA
The Eventgoose website that hosts the registration records general data on visits to the website, including your computer's IP address and the time of retrieval as well as information your browser sends. This data is used to analyse visiting and clicking behaviour on the website. Eventgoose uses this information to improve the operation of the website. This data will be rendered as anonymous as possible and will not be disclosed to third parties.

GOOGLE ANALYTICS
Eventgoose uses Google Analytics to track how visitors use the website and to measure the effectiveness of Eventgoose Adwords ads on Google search result pages. The information obtained in this fashion, including the address of your computer (IP address), is transmitted to and stored by Google on servers in the United States. Read Google's privacy policy for further information. Google uses this information to keep track of how our website is used, to provide reports on the website to Eventgoose and to provide its advertisers with information on the effectiveness of their campaigns. Google may provide this information to third parties if Google is legally obliged to do so, or to the extent these third parties process the information on Google's behalf. The NOB has no influence over these activities. Eventgoose has not given Google permission to use analytics information obtained through Eventgoose for other Google services.

VIEWING, MODIFYING OR DELETING DATA
You have the right to view, correct or delete your personal data. Please send any requests for the inspection, correction or deletion of your data to info@fotokampioenschap.nl. The NOB will respond to your request as soon as possible, yet no later than within four weeks of the date you submitted the request.
SECURITY
The NOB and Eventgoose take the protection of your data seriously and take all appropriate measures to prevent the misuse, loss, unauthorised access, unwanted disclosure and unauthorised modification of your data. The Eventgoose website uses a reliable SSL certificate to ensure that your personal information does not fall into the wrong hands. If you believe that your data is not adequately secure or have detected indications of misuse, or if you would like further information on the protection of the personal data gathered by the NOB or Eventgoose, please contact the NOB.

The NOB may be reached at the following addresses:

Visiting address:
Landjuweel 62
Veenendaal

Postal address:
Postbus 326
3900 AH Veenendaal

Telephone: +31 (0)318-559347
Email: info@onderwatersport.org
Website: www.onderwatersport.org
Chamber of Commerce reg. no.: 40477889

Eventgoose B.V. may be reached at the following address:

Visiting address:
F.B. Deurvorststraat 43
7071 BG Ulft

Tel.: +31 (0)315 215006
Helpdesk: sales@eventgoose.nl
Chamber of Commerce reg. no.: 55715796